
 

Audio Libro Satanas Mario Mendoza

a group of middle aged men sit on the roof of the newspaper, they throw coins at the street. a few
people stop to pick them up, and they throw it at the paper, this is how they get their news.

mendozas public space is a coin toss. during the mid-2000s, mendozas documentaries on neglected
subjects at times seemed to border on the absurd. like a childs fantasy, she filmed a documentary

called a thousand and one sketches, which imitates the layout of a book. heres a portrait of
mendoza, dressed in a mohawk, with a poncho and a backpack, walking through a surreal landscape
of houses, shops and cars. he looks like he would fit perfectly in an imaginary dystopian novel. but

heres the problem: mendoza is real. in the early 2000s, mendoza began to follow in the footsteps of
her idols, the french director bertrand tavernier and the spanish director pedro almodovar. her

feature films went beyond art house cinephiles: she gained widespread popularity, winning several
awards including best foreign film at the berlin film festival, and her documentaries became shows of

the year. now shes back in the spotlight with a new project: the series silent voices, which follows
the stories of people who are at the margins of society, who live in colombia, cuba and haiti.

silencios, the first episode, focuses on a group of homeless people in the capital, bogotá. as the book
is not going to sell, we are going to try to give it away. we will open a competition for people to take
it to their city and distribute it. every city will have to organize its own distribution. we will ask the

cities to contact the local seguridad social (social security) agencies to see if they can integrate this
type of handout. but the libro de actos is really a good starting point.
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the other main division of the
city, the barrio of sabana and

chorro, is centred on the corner
of avenida morrope and calle

santander. it’s a place of
incredible contrasts : a place

where people go for the luxury of
new apartment buildings and
modern cars, and where they

live in unbearable squalor. here
you find the wealth of the upper
middle class with immense new
houses and quality public goods,
mixed up with the squalor of the
urban poor living on the street.
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this is where torreon was set, the
portrayal of a totalitarian police
state by colin noble. the place

from which mendoza was going
to launch into the world of
colombian television — the

sound of motorbikes, intercoms,
sirens, spatters of blood, all of it
is what he found on the streets
of the capital, transformed by

the magic of screen. this makes
him deeply concerned about the

decision to finish work on
torreon. when the executive

producer josé arbeleda said to
him that the film was being

made to end the series, he was
shocked. and he was worried
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about where it would end up.
this is a man who doesn’t take
such large gambles. he has a
television series to think of, a
publishing contract, a young

daughter. like most colombians
who live in bogot, this is a life

that is hard to imagine outside of
his city; where nothing really

changes for an entire family over
the course of a few decades.

with torreon there is at least a
glimmer of hope that he could be

part of a change. it’s an
important topic in colombia,

after all. but one thing is certain,
which is that he won’t leave

bogot. quite the contrary. there’s
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much to do in his city, and
there’s no shortage of people

who need his help. 5ec8ef588b
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